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Fourier-based numerical approximation of the Weertman equation for moving dislocations
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This work discusses the numerical approximation of a nonlinear reaction-advection-diffusion equation, which
is a dimensionless form of the Weertman equation. This equation models steadily-moving dislocations in ma-
terials science. It reduces to the celebrated Peierls-Nabarro equation when its advection term is set to zero.
The approach rests on considering a time-dependent formulation, which admits the equation under study as its
long-time limit. Introducing a Preconditioned Collocation Scheme based on Fourier transforms, the iterative nu-
merical method presented solves the time-dependent problem, delivering at convergence the desired numerical
solution to the Weertman equation. Although it rests on an explicit time-evolution scheme, the method allows
for large time steps, and captures the solution in a robust manner. Numerical results illustrate the efficiency of
the approach for several types of nonlinearities.
Keywords: Weertman equation, Peierls-Nabarro equation, dislocations, Cauchy-type nonlinear integrodifferential equation,
reaction-advection-diffusion equation, fractional Laplacian, preconditioned scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
This article addresses the numerical approximation of the following nonlinear integrodifferential equation, with Cauchy-type
singular kernel: { − |∂x| η(x) + cη ∂xη(x) = F ′σ(η(x)) for x ∈ R,
η(−∞) = ηl and η(+∞) = ηr, (1)
where both the real-valued function η and the scalar constant cη are the unknowns. The potential Fσ is a nonlinear bistable
function of η with (at least) two local minima at values η = ηl and η = ηr. The meaning of the subscript σ is explained below.
The operator |∂x| is linear, and defined in terms of the Hilbert transformH [1] as
|∂x|η(x) = H(∂xη)(x) = 1
pi
p.v.
∫ +∞
−∞
∂xη(x
′)
x− x′ dx
′ = lim
ǫ→0
1
pi
∫
|x−x′|>ǫ
∂xη(x
′)
x− x′ dx
′, (2)
where p.v. denotes the principal value [2] at x. In the context of singular integral equations, the above kernel of the Hilbert
transform is known as the Cauchy kernel. The operator−|∂x|, also denoted−(−∆)1/2 by some authors, is diffusive [3, p. 181].
Another useful representation of (2) is (by integration by parts)
|∂x|η(x) = − 1
pi
∫ +∞
0
η(x+ y) + η(x− y)− 2η(x)
y2
dy. (3)
Let the Fourier transform in the continuum (FT) of a function f be defined at wavemode k as
F{f}(k) = f̂(k) =
∫ +∞
−∞
e−ikxf(x) dx. (4)
One has F {p.v.x−1} (k) = −ipi sgn(k) [4, p. 1118], whence F { |∂x| η} (k) = |k|η̂(k). Thus, the non-local operator |∂x| is
symmetric and positive.
Equation (1) is a dimensionless form of the Weertman equation [5–7] (simply referred to as ‘the Weertman equation’ in
the following), which models straight dislocations traveling with steady velocity, thus generalizing the Peierls-Nabarro (PN)
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2equation for static dislocations [8]: { − |∂x| η(x) = F ′σ(η(x)) for x ∈ R,
η(−∞) = ηl and η(+∞) = ηr. (5)
Dislocations are linear defects in crystals, the motion of which is responsible for the plasticity of metals [9]. Dislocation lines
have a non-vanishing sectional area, i.e., they possess a ‘core’ of finite width. The derivative ∂xη(x) (the so-called dislocation
density) of the unknown function η in (1) describes the shape function of a flat finite-width dislocation on its glide plane, along
the x-direction. The core is the region of space where ∂xη(x) develops peaks. From a physical standpoint, the function η
represents a local relative material displacement discontinuity between the upper and lower half-spaces surrounding the glide
plane on which moves the dislocation line; see, e.g., [9] for details. From a broader perspective, the function η can be understood
as a moving phase-transformation front between the states ηl and ηr (Fig. 1).
η(x)
x
ηl
ηr
core width
Figure 1. Typical shape of η(x) in Equation (1) when F is a sinusoidal function.
In (1) the term |∂x|η accounts for the long-range elastic self-interactions that tend to spread the core. This repulsive interaction
is counterbalanced by the nonlinear pull-back force F ′σ(η), which binds together the upper and lower half-spaces, thus giving the
dislocation core its finite width. Throughout this article, we consider that F ′σ(η) includes a constant externally applied loading σ
(that is, Fσ(η) = F (η)− ση where F (η) is an energy potential intrinsic to the material, tilted by the adjunction of a linear term
−ση). Moreover, the moving dislocation is subjected to various drag mechanisms encoded into the term cη ∂xη. As recalled
below, the Weertman equation admits an analytical solution [7] if F (η) is assumed sinusoidal. For more realistic potentials, a
numerical approach is required.
Since its inception, the original PN model has been enriched in various directions. For instance, it most often requires being
generalized to vector-valued η to be quantitatively predictive [10–14]. Also, the model has been extended to two dimensions
of space, to study planar dislocation loops [13–16]. Quite generally, methods to compute the shape of static or moving cores
encompass variational approaches and involve finite-element and/or phase-field-type implementations [13, 14, 17, 18]. Yet, in
spite of such a wealth of enrichments of the PN model and its associated numerical methods of solution, the one-dimensional
Weertman equation —a comparatively simpler extension— has not been investigated as thoroughly, while the specific problem
of determining the allowed velocities of steadily-moving dislocations for general force laws F ′σ remains an open question of
major practical interest [7]. For this reason, the present work focuses on solving the simplest, scalar, and one-dimensional case.
A generalization to the vector case of the Weertman equation is the subject of ongoing work, and will be presented elsewhere
[19].
It must be emphasized that, in the dimensionless form (1) of the equation, cη is not the physical velocity of the dislocation.
The latter is deduced from cη in a post-processing step to be explained in [19] (it is a direct application of Equations (46), (47)
or (48) of [20]), which in the present scalar case is independent from the numerical task of solving the equation. Therefore the
physical velocity is not further considered hereafter. Moreover, we stress that (1) applies only to subsonic motion, for which the
coefficient of |∂x| does not vanish in the original Weertman equation.
Numerical methods for solving integrodifferential equations such as (1) have been proposed by many authors. The method
employed in [21] uses properties of the Hilbert transform to recast Equation (5) into a form amenable to fixed-point approaches.
In [22] the authors consider a simpler version of (1) on a bounded domain, in which the nonlinear term F ′σ(η(x)) is replaced by
some given η-independent function g(x), and where cη is also given. The solution is then obtained by means of a collocation
method with quadratic interpolation. Those works make use of the expression of the operator |∂x| in the direct space. More
recently, Karlin et al. presented [23] a general iterative method for solving (5), based on the expression of |∂x|η in the Fourier
space. Our work borrows from the latter reference. The interested reader can also refer to [24] for Fourier-based numerical
schemes applied to the fractional Laplacian operator |∂x|α with α > 0.
3The present article proposes a numerical method to approximate solutions to (1) in the case where Fσ is bistable. As in [23],
we build a dynamical system that admits (1) as its long-time limit, namely,{
∂tu(t, x)− c(t) ∂xu(t, x) + |∂x|u(t, x) = −F ′σ(u(t, x)),
u(t = 0, x) = u0(x),
(6)
where x ∈ R, and u0 is a regular initial data taking values in the interval [ηr, ηl] such that
u0(−∞) = ηl and u0(+∞) = ηr, (7)
where ηl,r are zeros of F
′
σ(η).
The iterative numerical approach introduced below uses (6) to approximate the solution of (1). It is immediate that if (η, cη)
solves (1) and if we impose c(t) := cη , then u(t, x) := η(x) satisfies (6) for the initial data u0 = η. It is proved in [25] that if Fσ
is bistable, then for any initial data u0 with values in [ηr, ηl] that satisfies (7) and for any continuous function c(t), the solution
u of (6) converges to the solution of (1) in a sense explained in Sec. II E below. This leads to the following procedure:
1. consider an initial condition u0(x) such that (7) holds;
2. approximate the solution u(t, x) to (6);
3. while evaluating u(t, x), choose c(t) such that the core of u(t, x) remains within the computational box and that c(t)
converges to cη;
4. for t = tf sufficiently large so that u (t, x) has numerically converged, return u (tf, x) as a numerical approximation to η,
and deduce the velocity cη .
As will be shown, this strategy proves efficient in cases of physical interest. However there might exist alternative strategies for
solving (1).
Numerical approximation of (1) paves the way to investigating numerically the Dynamic PN equation [20], which generalizes
the Weertman equation to transient regimes. Indeed, the initial conditions and long-time steady-state regimes of the Dynamic
PN equation are solutions to the latter equation [26]. However, we emphasize that (6) is only an algorithmic tool that has no
relationship whatsoever with the actual dynamics of dislocations.
The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly study the Weertman equation, and discuss both the uniqueness of its
solution and its interpretation as the long-time limit of the dynamical system (6). We formally derive asymptotes of solutions
to (1) and state identities about the velocity cη in general cases. Also, we explain how to choose c(t) in (6) to solve this
equation in a comoving frame, namely, one which follows the translational motion of the core. An analytical solution to (1) that
exists in a particular case is recalled. In Sec. III, we introduce our numerical representation for η and discuss corresponding
implementations of the diffusive operator −|∂x| and the advective operator ∂x, as well as methods to evaluate c(t). Also, we
make use of the asymptotic behavior when |x| → +∞ of the solution to (1) to circumvent the issue of the infinite domain of
integration in (2). Once these fundamental elements have been introduced, we build in Sec. IV a Preconditioned Collocation
Scheme (PCS) that applies to our problem, and justify this denomination. In Sec. V, we use this numerical approach on two test
cases: one with a simple potential Fσ , for which the exact solution is known, and one with a more physically relevant potential
Fσ . We also illustrate the robustness of our approach, concluding that the algorithm presented is unconditionally stable with
respect to the time step∆t. We empirically derive error scalings with respect to the parameters involved in the discretization. A
concluding discussion closes the article, underlining some limitations of our approach, and proposing a few possible extensions.
An Appendix is devoted to examining further one such extension.
II. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE WEERTMAN EQUATION
This section is devoted to an overview of some important properties of the Weertman equation (1) and of the companion
dynamical equation (6).
A. Invariances
As the PN equation, Equation (1) is obviously invariant by translation. When invoking uniqueness of the solutions, we shall
henceforth implicitly refer to ‘uniqueness up to arbitrary translations’. This invariance has consequences on the numerical
solution, which usually undergoes an undesirable drift during calculations if no corrective action is undertaken. A special
procedure is developed in Section II F below to eliminate this difficulty.
4Moreover, Eq. (1) is invariant by reflection in the sense that if (η(x), cη) is a solution for boundary conditions η(±∞) = ηl,r,
then (η(−x),−cη) is another solution for boundary conditions η(±∞) = ηr,l. Therefore, without loss of generality, we always
assume throughout this article that ηl > ηr.
B. Existence and uniqueness of solutions to the Weertman equation.
There exists a unique solution to (1) when Fσ is a bistable nonlinearity. More precisely it can be shown rigorously (the proof
relies on a recent result [27]) that for Fσ sufficiently regular, if ηl > ηr are such that: (i) F
′
σ(ηl,r) = 0 and F
′′
σ (ηl,r) > 0; (ii) any
local minimizer u of Fσ between ηr and ηl satisfies Fσ(u) > Fσ(ηr) and Fσ(u) > Fσ(ηl), then there exists a unique velocity cη
and a decreasing function η satisfying (1), which is unique up to translation. Condition (i) means that Fσ is a ‘bistable potential’.
A typical example of such Fσ , to be used in Sec. VE, is drawn in Fig 2. It corresponds to
Fσ(η) :=
1
4pi
[
1− θ2 −
(
θ
√
1− θ2 + arcsin(θ)− φ
)
cotφ
]
− σ η, (8)
θ = sin(φ) cos(2piη), φ = arctan r.
Possible non-decreasing solutions to (1) that might exist as in the PN equation [8, Equation (16)], e.g., for ηl = ηr, are
η
Fσ(η)
•
ηr
• ηl
Figure 2. Camel-hump potential Fσ defined by (8), with parameters σ = 0.05 and r = 5.
disregarded in the present work. Hereafter, we always assume that ηl,r obey the above conditions, and we term such values of
η(x) at infinity consistent boundary conditions (CBCs).
C. Asymptotic behavior and characteristic lengths
By letting |x| → ∞, we formally deduce the leading-order asymptotic expansions
η(x) ∼
x→±∞
ηr,l +
ηl − ηr
piF ′′σ (ηr,l)
x−1. (9)
They are proved rigorously in [25]. The key ingredient of the proof is the following asymptotic behavior of integrals with Cauchy
kernel (see [28, p. 267]):
|∂x|η(x) ∼ 1
pix
∫ +∞
−∞
∂xη(x
′)dx′ =
1
pix
(ηr − ηl). (10)
It can be formally retrieved from the leading term of a ‘series expansion’ of (2) at x large (note however that the integral involved
in the next-to-leading term of such a formal expansion may not exist). Substituting expression (10) into (1), using the Taylor
expansions at boundary values
F ′σ(η) = F
′
σ(ηl,r) + F
′′
σ (ηl,r)(η − ηl,r) + . . . ≃ F ′′σ (ηl,r)(η − ηl,r), (11)
5and noting that ∂xη(x) vanishes like O
(|x|−2) [27], we obtain (9).
Introducing the characteristic lengths
al,r =
2pi
F ′′σ (ηl,r)
, (12)
Equation (9) can be rewritten as
η(x) ∼
x→±∞
ηr,l + (ηl − ηr) ar,l
2pi2
x−1. (13)
It will be argued in Sec. II G that al,r represent typical scales of variation of the dislocation density on both sides of the solution.
For further purposes, it is useful to introduce a mean characteristic length as
a :=
1
2
(al + ar) = pi
[
1
F ′′σ (ηl)
+
1
F ′′σ (ηr)
]
. (14)
Finally, depending on the potential Fσ(η) at hand, the solution can be either symmetric, in the sense that ∂xη(x) is an even
function (an example will be given in Sec. II G), or non-symmetric if the latter property does not hold.
D. Velocity determination
There are many ways to determine the velocity cη associated with the solution η to Equation (1). One possibility is to multiply
(1) by a function g chosen such that the integrals involved make sense, and to integrate over R. This yields
cη =
∫ +∞
−∞
g(x) [|∂x|η(x) + F ′σ(η(x))] dx∫ +∞
−∞ g(x)∂xη(x) dx
. (15)
In particular, the following choices of g eliminate |∂x|η(x). With g(x) = 1 one gets
cη =
∫ +∞
−∞ F
′
σ(η(x))dx
ηr − ηl , (16)
where the improper integral is understood as a principal value at infinity [4, p. 252]. Taking instead g(x) = ∂xη(x) [27], one
arrives at an expression easier to implement than (16), namely,
cη =
Fσ(ηr)− Fσ(ηl)∫ +∞
−∞ [∂xη(x)]
2dx
. (17)
E. Convergence towards solutions to the Weertman equation
The first author (M.J.) proves in [25] that, under our working hypotheses, all the solutions to (6) converge towards the unique
solution of (1) at exponential rate. Indeed, consider the following equation:
∂tϕ(t, x) + |∂x|ϕ(t, x) = −F ′σ(ϕ(t, x)) with ϕ(t = 0, x) = u0(x), (18)
where u0(x) is the initial condition of (6). The connection between (18) and (6) resides in that ϕ(t, x) solves (18) if and only if
u(t, x) = ϕ
(
t, x+
∫ t
0
c(s)ds
)
(19)
solves (6). Now, under mild requirements similar to those of Sec. II B, Equation (18) can be shown [25] to have a unique
solution with the following property: if (η, cη) is the solution to (1) with same boundary conditions at infinity as u0, then there
exist constants κ > 0,K > 0 and ξ ∈ R such that
sup
x∈R
|ϕ(t, x)− η(x − cηt+ ξ)| ≤ Ke−κt. (20)
6The proof relies on a comparison principle, which is a generic property of operators ∂t − D + F ′σ [·] where D is a dissipative
operator (see the classical references [29, 30]).
Combining Equations (19) and (20), one deduces that at large times and uniformly in x,
u(t, x) ≃ η(x+ ζ(t)), where ζ(t) =
∫ t
0
c(s)ds− cηt+ ξ. (21)
Thus, given CBCs at infinity, the long-time limit of the solution to (6) is the solution to (1) with same CBCs, up to a time-
dependent drift. In the next section, we show how a suitable choice of c(t) eliminates this undesirable effect.
F. Centering and choice of c(t)
The present section essentially relies on formal arguments. To prescribe c(t) in Equation (6), we need first to center at x = 0
the core of the solution η(x) of (1) by imposing the supplementary condition
1
2L
∫ L
−L
η(x)dx = η, (22)
where we have introduced the quantity
η := (ηl + ηr)/2, (23)
and where the constantL > 0 represents the half-size of the computational box in the numerical calculations. Imposing condition
(22) makes the solution of (1) unique (and not only unique up to translations), which is crucial for numerical purposes.
Next, on the basis of expression (17) for cη , we prescribe the function c(t) as
c(t) :=
Fσ(ηr)− Fσ(ηl)∫ +∞
−∞ [∂xu(t, x)]
2 dx
+
κ
(ηl − ηr)I(t), where I(t) :=
∫ L
−L
[u(t, x)− η] dx, (24)
and κ > 0 is a fixed parameter (the reciprocal of some characteristic time). Since by (21) u(t, x) in (6) converges to η(x) up to
a translation, we formally have by comparing the following expression to (17):
Fσ(ηr)− Fσ(ηl)∫ +∞
−∞
[∂xu(t, x)]2 dx
−→
t→+∞
cη. (25)
Substituting this limit into definition (24) one deduces that at large times
c(t) ≃ cη + κ
(ηl − ηr)I(t). (26)
If we can show that I(t)→ 0 when t→∞, which is equivalent to
1
2L
∫ L
−L
u(t, x) dx→ η (27)
by definition of I(t), then in the same limit we shall have by (26) c(t)→ cη. The limit (27) indicates that the choice (24) forces
the dynamical solution u(t, x) to obey asymptotically the same centering as η(x). Put differently, this amounts to computing
u(t, x) in a comoving frame. The rightmost term in (24)1 can thus be called a centering correction to the velocity.
To show that I(t)→ 0, we differentiate the large-time expression (21)1 of u(t, x) with respect to time. Further invoking (26),
we obtain at large times (the dot denotes a total time derivative)
∂tu(t, x) ≃ ∂xη(x+ ζ(t))ζ˙(t) = ∂xη(x+ ζ(t))[c(t) − cη] ≃ ∂xη(x+ ζ(t)) κ
(ηl − ηr)I(t). (28)
Integrating (28) over x ∈ [−L,L] then yields the approximate first-order differential equation
I˙(t) ≃ −κη(−L+ ζ(t)) − η(L+ ζ(t))
ηl − ηr I(t) ≃ −κ I(t), (29)
7where the rightmost expression follows from having neglected the 1/x term in the asymptotic expansions (13) of η(x). From
(13) this is legitimate if L ≫ max(al, ar)/(2pi2) + |ζ(t)|. The latter condition is compatible with L being fixed in numerical
computations if ζ(t) tends to a finite value at large times. The latter property follows from a simple self-consistent argument.
Indeed, Equation (29) implies that I(t) ≃ I(T )e−κ(t−T ) for t > T where T is some time above which (21) holds, so that
effectively I(t) → 0. Substituting this expression of I(t) into (26), one deduces an approximate analytical expression for c(t)
that tends to cη. Writing (21)2 in the form ζ(t) = ζ(T )+ cη(T − t)+
∫ t
T
c(s) ds, and substituting the obtained expression of c(t)
finally entails the desired saturation property in the form ζ(t → ∞) ≃ ζ(T ) + I(T )/(ηl − ηr). Unfortunately no quantitative
estimate of the latter quantity is available. Yet, on the basis of numerical experiments, it can be expected to be of the order of the
(unknown) dislocation core width.
As a final remark, we anticipate by indicating that, later on, κ will be taken inversely proportional to the algorithmic time step.
Thus, in practice κ → ∞ in the limit of continuous times. Because of the exp(−κt) dependence of I(t), we observe that the
centering correction in (24)1 remains well-behaved in this limit.
G. An analytical solution
For |σ| < 1 and
F ′σ(η) = sin (2piη)− σ, (30)
with CBCs
ηr = arcsin(σ)/(2pi), and ηl = 1 + ηr, (31)
the dimensionless Equation (1) admits the following analytical solution, easily deduced from the well-known solution [7] to the
original Weertman equation:
η(x) = ηr +
ηl − ηr
pi
[
pi
2
− arctan
(
2pix
a
)]
and cη(σ) = tan (2piηr) =
σ√
1− σ2 , (32a)
with a = 1/ cos (2piηr) =
1√
1− σ2 . (32b)
This solution is symmetric in the sense of Section II C. We will use this test case in Sec. V as a benchmark. So, when |σ| → 1
the core width a and the velocity cη both blow up as
a(σ) ≃ 1/
√
2 (1− |σ|) and cη(σ) ≃ sgn(σ)/
√
2(1− |σ|). (33)
Since cη and a are not the physical velocity and core width, this behavior is not the hallmark of a physical pathology of the
model. It however implies that the comptational box should be taken wider and wider to contain the core of η, and that the latter
moves with nearly infinite velocity, which has numerical consequences to be examined in Sec. VA.
In the form (13), the asymptotic behaviors deduced from a direct expansion of (32a)1 read
η(x) ∼
x→±∞
ηr,l + (ηl − ηr) a
2pi2x
, (34)
where the length scales (12) are al = ar = a. Thus, in this particular example where the solution is symmetric the asymptotic
behaviors provide a connection between the core width and the next-to-leading terms in the expansion. This supports the
interpretation put forward in Sec. II C that in generic asymmetric situations al,r represent characteristic scales of variation of the
dislocation density.
III. BUILDING BLOCKS
Our numerical scheme to solve the dynamical system (6) crucially rests on evaluating the action of the operator |∂x| in the
Fourier domain, by means of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). This section explains the underlying spatial discretization
procedure, and outlines the key features of the implementation.
8A. Temporal and spatial discretization
At discrete times tn = n∆t with step ∆t > 0, we need a suitable representation U
n(x) of u(tn, x) over the whole x-axis.
To this aim, we define a computational box [−L,L], discretized into 2m elementary intervals of width h = L/m. We write the
function Un(x) as
Un(x) = V n(x) + ηref(x), (35)
where V n(x) is a time-evolving part, the support of which is contained within the box [−L,L], and ηref(x) is a fixed reference
function that complies with the asymptotic behaviors (9). The latter function is prescribed once for all, and plays the role of
boundary conditions for the operators |∂x| and ∂x. Decomposition (35) is motivated by the fact that the operator |∂x| is non-
local, and that the solution η of (1) does not vanish at infinity. Thus, the tail contributions of u(t, x) at infinity should be taken
into account when computing |∂x|u. They are represented in (35) by those of ηref(x). The need to properly account for tail
contributions will be illustrated by means of numerical examples in Section VD.
In this article, we take ηref as the linear combination
ηref(x) =
4∑
α=1
Aαfα(x/a
ref), (36a)
where the basis functions fα(x) are chosen such that |∂x|fα(x) can be computed analytically, as
f1(x) := 1, with |∂x|f1(x) = 0, (36b)
f2(x) := − 1
pi
arctan (2pix) , with |∂x|f2(x) = − 4pix
4pi2x2 + 1
, (36c)
f3(x) :=
x
x2 + 1
, with |∂x|f3(x) = 2x
(x2 + 1)2
, (36d)
f4(x) :=
1√
x2 + 1
, with |∂x|f4(x) = 2
pi
x ln
[
(x2 + 1)1/2 − x] +√x2 + 1
(x2 + 1)
3/2
, (36e)
and where aref is an extra arbitrary scaling parameter. The four coefficientsAα are determined so as to satisfy the four constraints
expressed by (9). Comparing the asymptotic expansions of ηref(x) for x → ±∞ directly deduced from (36) to the generic
expressions (9) leads to
A1 = η, A2 = ηl − ηr, A3 = A2
2pi2
(
a
aref
− 1
)
, A4 =
A2
2pi2
a
aref
F ′′σ (ηl)− F ′′σ (ηr)
F ′′σ (ηl) + F
′′
σ (ηr)
, (37)
where a and η and have been defined, respectively, in Equations (14) and (23). Thus, choosing aref = amakesA3 vanish. In the
exact case of Sec. II G, where furthermoreF ′′σ (ηl) = F
′′
σ (ηr), onlyA1 andA2 are nonzero and the solution is already completely
retrieved at the level of ηref(x). Therefore we shall need to take aref different from a to be able to use the exact solution of Sec.
II G as a non-trivial benchmark of the algorithm in Sec. V. We observe that the asymptotic expansion of ηref(x) in (36) involves
only odd inverse powers of |x|.
Finally, introducing discrete positions xj = j h, the function U
n(x) is represented inside the box by the vector un ∈ R2m of
components unj = U
n(xj). It is decomposed according to (35) as
unj = v
n
j + η
ref(xj), for j ∈ {−m, · · · ,m− 1}, (38)
where the vector vn of components vnj is now the unknown of the problem.
It must be emphasized that, however convenient, representation (36) is largely arbitrary. Indeed, any other smooth function
ηref(x) obeying the asymptotic conditions (9), mostly varying inside the computational box, and such that |∂x|ηref(x) can be
accurately computed once for all (either analytically, or even numerically), would equally well fit our purpose.
B. Numerical Fourier transform and discretization of the diffusion operator
This section addresses the discretization of the linear integro-differential operator |∂x|. In view of (2), the latter involves a
convolution by a pseudofunction [2], which can be done in the Fourier representation. Crucially, the present approach uses the
9continuous Fourier form of the operator because this representation is straightforwardly diagonal, and versatile in the sense that
it could as well be employed to address the fractional Laplacian |∂x|α.
The FT will be implemented in DFT form, which allows one to benefit from Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) routines. As is
well known, carrying out a convolution over the real axis by means of DFT and multiplications in the Fourier domain turns this
convolution into a periodic one, which induces undesirable periodicity effects in the direct space near both extremities of the
interval of interest [31].
The usual workaround is to use zero-padding. Briefly, the technique consists in doubling the spatial extent of the interval of
interest, in such a way that the undesirable effects that take place during convolution remain confined to the extra region. The
vector to be convolved is continued by zero in the latter region. Once the convolution with the kernel has been carried out in the
Fourier space by Fourier component multiplication, and the result has subsequently been transformed back to direct space by
DFT inversion, the irrelevant contributions of the added region that have been spoiled by periodicity effects are dropped. This
last step constitutes a projection of the result onto the initial interval of interest.
For details the reader is referred to the classical reference [32, p. 643]. However, the latter reference only addresses situations
where the initial vector and the convolution kernel are both known in the direct space. In contrast, since the present approach
uses the convolution kernel in continuous Fourier form, it requires identifying the Fourier modes k in the continuum to the
discrete modes kp used by the DFT. For that reason, the labelling and ordering of the vector components hereafter somewhat
differ from the ones in Ref. [32]. However, as Equation (46) below shows, the final outcome will take the form of a standard
convolution in the direct space.
Thus, zero-padding is carried out by means of the injection I that maps R2m into R4m, and the inverse transform involves a
projector P that maps R4m onto R2m. These operators are defined by
I (u0, · · · , um−1, u−m, · · · , u−1) = (u0, · · · , um−1, 0, · · · , 0, u−m, · · · , u−1) , (39)
P (v0, · · · , vm−1, · · · , v2m−1, v−2m, · · · , v−m, · · · , v−1) = (v0, · · · , vm−1, v−m, · · · , v−1) . (40)
Note that PI leaves R2m invariant.
The DFT that operates on extended vectors v ∈ R4m is denoted hereafter by Fd {v} (or, alternatively, by Fd {vp}). The
corresponding enlarged spatial grid that extends the one in Equation (38) is xj for j ∈ K := {−2m, · · · , 2m− 1}. It admits the
dual wavemode grid
kp := 2pip/(4L), for p ∈ K. (41)
Accordingly, DFTs are carried out for each wave mode p as
(Fd {v})p :=
2m−1∑
j=−2m
vje
−ixjkp =
2m−1∑
j=−2m
vje
−i 2pijp
4m . (42)
From (35) we can now compute the discretized form of |∂x|U(xj) as
|∂x|U(xj) = |∂x|V (xj) + |∂x|ηref(xj), (43)
in which |∂x|ηref is evaluated at point xj by means of (36), and |∂x|V is computed via the DFT as
|∂x|V (xj) ≃
(
PF−1d
{
|kp| (Fd {Iv})p
})
j
. (44)
Combining (43) and (44) we shall introduce |Dx|u, the discretization of |∂x|U , defined as
(|Dx|u)j = |∂x|ηref(xj) +
(
PF−1d
{
|kp| (Fd {Iv})p
})
j
, j ∈ {−m, · · · ,m− 1} . (45)
A straightforward check shows that the rightmost term simplifies as
(
F−1d
{
|kp| (Fd {Iv})p
})
j
=
m−1∑
l=−m
(F−1d {|kp|})j−l vl. (46)
Although there are 4m wave modes, the sum only involves indices l ∈ {−m, · · · ,m− 1}, precisely because of the use of injec-
tion I. As desired, the convolution in (46) is well-behaved and not spoiled by undesirable periodic effects, since it distinguishes
at each point xj the contributions l < j of the ul on the left of xj , from those on the right for l > j. This would not have been
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the case, had fewer points been retained to compute DFTs.
C. Discretization of the advection operator
We discretize the advection operator c∂x with the following upwind scheme [33]:
c∂xU(xj) ≃
([
c−D− + c
+D+
] {U(xl)}l)j , j ∈ {−m, · · · ,m− 1}, (47)
where c+ := max (c, 0) and c− := min (c, 0), and where the operators D± are implemented via expressions with O(h
3) error
(see [33, p. 297] with q = 1/2), namely,
(D−u)j :=
2uj+1 + 3uj − 6uj−1 + uj−2
6h
, (48a)
(D+u)j :=
−uj+2 + 6uj+1 − 3uj − 2uj−1
6h
. (48b)
The choice a third-order implementation is motivated in Sec. VD by numerical considerations (see Ref. [33] for schemes of
orders 1 and 2 and Ref. [34, p. 111] for order 4). Since
U(xl) = (Iv)l + ηref(xl), l ∈ K, (49)
the discretization (47) of the advection operator actually reads
cDx[c]u := P
([
c−D− + c
+D+
] {
(Iv)l + ηref(xl)
}
l
)
, (50)
whereDx[c] only depends on the sign of c. In this expression, η
ref plays the role of boundary conditions when computing ∂xU
at the extremities of the computational box, e.g., for l ∈ {−m,−m+ 1,m− 2,m− 1} in (50).
Note that whereas, in principle, implementingD± should require adding only a few extra points at the exterior of the interval
[−L,L], our implementation (50) is carried out in practice on 4m points, due to the introduction of I and P for consistency
with the implementation of the operator |∂x|. Also, remark that the operators D± are almost diagonal, in the sense that their
periodizations are diagonal in the Fourier space. In this connection, we introduce for further use in Section IVB the vectors
D± ∈ R4m defined as
(D±)j := (D±e0)−j , (51)
with e0 = (1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ R4m, and where the periodic convention 0 = 4m applies in the evaluation of the operatorD± in (51).
D. Velocity computation
As seen above, Equation (6) can be solved in the comoving frame by using the velocity c(t) given by (24). In this way, the
dislocation core lies as remote as possible from the box boundaries to minimize the influence of the approximations made in
handling the tails. To proceed, we substitute in (50), at each time tn, the quantity c by cn = c(tn) (with the convention that
c−1 = 0) computed from a discretized version over 2m − 1 points of expression (24), in which L has been replaced by L − h
(since x−(m−1) = −L+ h and xm−1 = L− h); namely,
cn := [Fσ(ηr)− Fσ(ηl)]
h m−1∑
j=−(m−1)
ωj
∣∣∣(Dx [cn−1]un)j∣∣∣2 + η2l,1 + η2r,13(L− h)3
−1 + κ
ηl − ηr In, (52a)
In := h
m−1∑
j=−(m−1)
wj
(
unj − η
)
. (52b)
In these expressions ηl r,1 = (ηl − ηr)al,r/(2pi2), and ωj are the weights 1/3, 4/3, 2/3, . . . , 2/3, 4/3, 1/3 of the Simpson
integration rule. Remark that cn depends only on cn−1 via its sign, which is of little consequence except in calculations at
σ small where cn is close to 0 and may oscillate during iterations. The term within brackets results from a straightforward
discretization of the integral in (24)1, in which the tail contributions have been evaluated analytically from the asymptotic
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expansions of ηref (for simplicity, we have not evaluated the full tail contributions of ηref ).
Moreover, a suitable value of κ stems from the empirical consideration that if we discretize Equation (29) in explicit Euler
form as In+1 = (1 − κ∆t)In, monotone convergence towards 0 of In is ensured by taking κ < 1/∆t. Correspondingly, the
value of κ used henceforth in (52a) is κ = 1/(2∆t).
IV. ALGORITHM
This section describes the iterative numerical scheme used to computeη and cη . This algorithm is explicit in time, is consistent
with the dynamical system (6), combines the above-discretized operators, and remains stable even with a large time step∆t.
A. Procedure
Computations go as follows. First, for given local minimizers ηl and ηr of Fσ , the algorithm is typically initialized by choosing
arbitrarily the values u0j inside the box, preferentially not too far from the expected solution. This can be done in a number of
ways; notably, by using as an initial condition the function ηref with aref chosen large enough to encompass the expected overall
width of the dislocation density (typically, a few times the characteristic scale a), whence u0j ≡ 0. A few low-resolution runs
may help adjusting aref . Obviously, to get a reasonable representation of the solution, the discretization step h must necessarily
be less than a. Also, when carrying out incremental parametric studies, the solution computed from the previous value of the
parameter under consideration can be used as an initial condition, to save CPU time. However, for studying stability issues, we
shall purposely take initial data far from the expected shape of a dislocation.
Denoting by Φ the scheme presented below, we iterate
u
n+1 = Φ(un) (53)
until the difference between the results of two successive iterations is small, in the sense that
‖∆un‖ := max
j∈{−m,··· ,m−1}
∣∣unj − un+1j ∣∣ ≤ ∆0∆t, (54)
where ∆0 is a user-defined stopping criterion. Upon completion at some n, the algorithm returns η := un and the associated
cη = cn, evaluated thanks to (52a). Unless otherwise stated,∆0 = 10
−10 in the numerical calculations of Sec. V below.
B. The Preconditioned Collocation Scheme
The scheme Φ described hereafter, which we call the Preconditioned Collocation Scheme (PCS), is based on the requirement
that the long-time limit η of un should solve the following static equation:
− (|Dx|η)j + c (Dx[c]η)j = F ′σ(ηj), j ∈ {−m, · · · ,m− 1}, (55)
which is the discretized form of (1). This is a collocation method. A first naive way to proceed would be to attempt solving (6)
by writing
u
n+1 = un +∆t
[− |Dx|un + cnDx[cn]un − F ′σ (un) ], (56)
where ∆t should be adjusted in order to achieve convergence. At convergence, the solution η obeys (55) and depends on ∆t
only through the evaluation of the numerical velocity cn defined by (52a). As will be justified in Section VC this dependence is
of little relevance, which is an advantage of this approach.
However, system (56) is ill-conditioned, because it involves the stiff operators − |Dx| and Dx[cn]. As a consequence, (56)
does not converge if∆t is not small enough. This issue is dealt with by preconditioning (56) in the following way:
u
n+1 = Φ(un) = un +∆tM(∆t) {− |Dx|un + cnDx [cn]un − F ′σ (un)} , (57a)
where the un-dependent operatorM(∆t) acts on a vector u ∈ R2m as
M(∆t)u = PF−1d
{
(Fd {Iu})p
1 + ∆t |kp| −∆t
(Fd {c+nD+ + c−nD−})p
}
. (57b)
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With the PCS (57) the long-time limit of un also satisfies Equation (55). Therefore, the preconditioning achieved by introducing
M(∆t) is just a procedure to enable and speed up convergence.
Moreover, if we ignore the operators I and P in (57b), the matrixM(∆t) is close to the effective inverse of 1 + ∆t |Dx| −
∆tcnDx[cn]. Hence, (57a) preconditioned by (57b) is nothing but the following semi-implicit scheme (see [35, p. 102] for a
reference on semi-implicit schemes):
u
n+1 ≃ un +∆t [− |Dx|un+1 + cnDx [cn]un+1 − F ′σ (un)] . (58)
As is well-known, treating stiff operators in an implicit way yields a stable scheme. Hence, this preconditioning naturally leads
to stability (this assertion will be exemplified in Section V). We note that (58) is a consistent discretization of (6) —just as (56).
We now justify the preconditioned character of Φ by analogy with the task of solving iteratively a linear system. Indeed,
ignoring nonlinearities by replacing F ′σ (u
n) by a constant b and by setting cn = 0, (55) can be put in the form Au = b, so that
(56) reduces to a scheme of the type
u
n+1 = un −∆t (Aun − b) , (59)
where A is a positive symmetric matrix. The latter scheme converges for general b if and only if all eigenvalues of (1−∆tA)
belong to the interval (−1, 1); this can require∆t to be very small. In a similar way, the scheme (57) can be abstracted as
u
n+1 = un −∆tM (Aun − b) , (60)
withM close to (1 + ∆tA)
−1
. Then, the eigenvalues of the latter scheme are close to those of (1+∆tA)−1, which uncondition-
ally belong to (0, 1) if ∆t > 0. Equation (60) amounts to solving MAu = Mb, which is the classical preconditioning method
(in the spirit of a modified Richardson iteration, see [36, p. 6]).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The above algorithm has been implemented in the form of a MATLAB R© code, and the following results have been obtained
on a 2.3GHz standard laptop computer, with typical computation times of order one second to a few minutes per run, depending
on the case at hand. Except in Sec. VE, the calculations concern benchmark comparisons with the exact solution of Sec. II G,
and have been carried out with F ′σ as defined by (30), for σ ∈ [0, 1). Moreover, in Sections VA to VD, a parameter value
aref = a/2 (see Section III A) is employed in ηref(x).
A. Convergence
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Figure 3. (a) Initial data u0; (b) output η; (c) discrete derivative of η. Blue: solution η; red: parts of ηref outside the box. Discretization
parameters 2m = 4096, step h = L/m ≃ 0.39, and ∆t = 0.1.
As stated in Sec. II G, the core width a(σ) and the velocity cη(σ) blow up when σ → 1. The first problem is easily solved
by running one preliminary low-resolution run to provide a rough numerical estimate for the core width a˜(σ). The half com-
putational box size L is then adjusted to a value L ≫ a˜(σ). Figure 3 displays the initial data u0, the converged result η and
its discrete derivative. The figure illustrates the robustness of the PCS with respect to initial conditions in the sense that the
initial data u0 can be non-monotone, irregular, and far from the solution η to (1). In this calculation, the applied loading is
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σ = 1 − 1.973 × 10−3, which induces large values for the converged velocity and core width, cη(σ) ≃ a(σ) ≃ 15.9, close to
one another; see Equation (33). The half box size is L = 5 a(σ) ≃ 80. As seen in Fig. 3(c) the discretized derivative of η is
regular inside the box [−L,L], but the inset shows that some artifacts take place near the matching points between the solution
inside the box and the tails of ηref(x) outside it. Quite generally, it is observed that these artifacts diminish when either L or σ
are increased (results not shown).
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Figure 4. (a) Convergence indicator ‖∆un‖ defined by (54) vs. time tn, and (b) number of iterations Nf until ‖∆u
n‖ ≤ ∆0 vs. velocity
cη(σ). Parameters L = 10 a(σ), 2m = 1024, and ∆t = 0.1.
Under the same initial conditions, Figure 4 illustrates the convergence properties with time, via ‖∆un‖ defined in (54).
The semi-logarithmic plot of Fig. 4(a) shows that, up to high-frequency oscillations, convergence is exponential with time, in
agreement with the arguments of Section II E. Moreover, the convergence rate (the slopes in Fig. 4(a)) depends on the applied
loading σ, convergence being impeded when σ approaches 1. Not unexpectedly, this loss of performance coincides with Fσ
being ‘less and less bistable’ in the sense that the minima of Fσ at η = ηr and η = ηl become less and less deep. Bistability is a
crucial requirement for the existence of a solution to (1), and for proving convergence as expressed by (20). In this connection,
it should be remarked that the tail expressions (9) involve the second derivatives F ′′σ (η), which presumably leads to pathologies
when the latter are small. However, Fig. 4(b), which displays the data in parametric form of parameter σ, shows that the PCS
copes well with high velocities, which is important from a physical standpoint. Thus, our preconditioning does a nice job of
avoiding stability issues when cη is high.
B. Error indicators and overall accuracy
Fig. 5 compares the output of the PCS with the exact solution of Sec. II G in terms of the following indicators:
‖∆η‖ := inf
ξ∈R
max
j∈{−m,··· ,m−1}
|ηj − η(xj + ξ)| , (61a)
‖∆ [∂xη]‖
‖∂xη‖ := infξ∈R maxj∈{−m,··· ,m−1}
|Dx[cη]ηj − ∂xη(xj + ξ)|
‖∂xη‖L∞(R)
, (61b)
|∆cη/cη| := |cη/cη − 1|. (61c)
The absolute error (61a) can as well be understood as a relative error since in the cases considered ‖η‖L∞(R) is of order 1. In
(61a) and (61b) the infξ operation, motivated by the translation invariance of (1), takes care of the approximate character of the
centering of the numerical solution, due to discretization errors. Formulated in this way, the error indicators are insensitive to
small shifts in the position of the computed solution. The figure indicates that the outputs of the PCS accurately approximate
the exact results, with errors of a similar order of magnitude for the three quantities represented. In addition, the small errors
observed on Figure 5 depend only weakly on cη.
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Figure 5. Parametric plot with σ as the variable parameter, of the error indicators (61) vs. cη(σ). Parameters L = 20a(σ), 2m = 2048 and
∆t = 0.1.
C. Discretization parameters and error scaling
This section closely investigates the scalings of the error at convergence with respect to the time step ∆t, the half box size L
and the space discretization step h. The same case as above is considered, with a variety of applied loadings.
Table I. Errors as a function of∆t (2L = 638, 2m = 4096, h = 0.156, σ1 = 0.9921).
∆t 0.25 0.1 0.01 0.001
‖∆η‖ 5.39992× 10−5 5.39991× 10−5 5.39990× 10−5 5.39990× 10−5
‖∆c/c‖ 2.01277× 10−5 2.01266× 10−5 2.01260× 10−5 2.01260× 10−5
Addressing first the influence of ∆t, we observe that the PCS solution depends on ∆t only through the centering correction
term in expression (52a) of cn. However, as explained in Section III D, this term vanishes in the limit of infinite times, and is
therefore expected to be small at convergence. This is confirmed by the errors reported in Table I for applied loading σ = σ1
(see caption) so that cη(σ1) ≃ 7.91, and decreasing values of ∆t. Errors are quasi-constant, which shows that the dependence
on ∆t of the converged result is negligible. For definiteness, the rest of the calculations in the present paragraph is made with
∆t = 0.1.
Figure 6 illustrates how ‖∆η‖ depends on L and h = L/m, for the two contrasted velocities obtained with loadings σ2 =
0.951 so that cη(σ2) ≃ 3.08, and σ3 = 1− 1.97× 10−5 so that cη(σ3) ≃ 159. Raw results are displayed in Figs. 6(a) and (b).
Computations for σ = σ3 did not converge with h/a = 0.31, which is why this value is not considered in plots (b) and (d). It
turns out that for L large, ‖∆η‖ scales as h3 for both loadings. Besides, it is approximately proportional to L−3 for L small.
This is demonstrated in the data-collapse plots (c) and (d) where the individual datasets of Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively, are
merged into one single master curve by means of appropriate rescalings of abscissas and ordinates. The data collapse of Fig.
6(b) for σ = σ3 is only partially successful, as noticeable corrections to scaling arise for Lh≪ a(σ3)2.
The scalings can be understood as follows. On the one hand, the scaling in h is consistent with our choice of a third-order
advection scheme in (48). On the other hand, since the error at any point is spread over the whole domain by the integro-
differential operator |∂x|, the error η(L)− ηref(L) at the boundary point x = L (for instance) can be used to estimate the overall
error. It behaves as L−3 in the present case where η(x) and ηref(x) are symmetric, and where the next nonzero term in expansion
(13) is ∝ x−3. This is consistent with the error scaling observed in the plots. Still, these elementary arguments do not explain
the downwards bending of the high-velocity plots in Fig. 6(b), which indicates either that the L−3 scaling regime has not been
reached, or that it may not hold exactly. This bending causes deviations from ideal scaling, made conspicuous in Fig. 6(d).
Likewise, Figures 7 and 8 display the errors (61b) and (61c), respectively, for the loadings σ2 and σ3. Whereas Fig. 7(a)
resembles Fig. 6(a), the dependence of the error with respect to h is more involved. In particular for σ = σ2 (Fig. 7(a)), there
exists at fixed L an optimal value of h = L/m that minimizes the error. The reason for this behavior is unclear. However it
should be realized that approximating ∂xη in the sense of the L
∞ norm is quite demanding. Figs. 7(b) and 8(b) display bendings
similar as in Fig. 6(b). No data collapse is presented, as notable deviations from scaling take place in all figures.
For practical matters one needs, e.g., to determine the optimal value of L at fixed number 2m of discretization points, which
somehow corresponds to a fixed cost to go from un to un+1 in (57a). Table II shows the minimal error ‖∆η‖ deduced from the
datasets of Fig. 6, together with the corresponding optimal value of L via the ratio (hL)/a2 = (L/a)2/m. One observes that
the optimal value of the latter quantity does not depend on m for m sufficiently large. This can be understood from the above
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Figure 6. Raw data and corresponding data-collapse plots for error ‖∆η‖. Loading σ = σ2 in (a) and (c) (moderate velocity), and σ = σ3 in
(b) and (d) (high velocity); see text. In the legends, a stands for a(σ).
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Figure 7. Raw data for the error (61b) on ∂xη(x). (a) σ = σ2, (b) σ = σ3 (see text).
scaling arguments. Indeed, the data collapse in Fig. 6(c) indicates that for Lh ≪ C, where C is some constant, ‖∆η‖ ∝ L−3,
and that for Lh ≫ C, ‖∆η‖ ∝ h3 = L3/m3. Thus the optimum takes place at the crossover between these regimes in which
the error first decreases, then increases with L. Balancing the two regimes, it follows that Lh = L2/m ≃ C at the optimum.
The analysis still qualitatively holds for higher σ values. The optimum just discussed is not the one evoked above in connection
with Fig. 7. However, in both cases, one sees that increasing the number of discretization points at fixed L does not necessarily
improve the accuracy: one also needs to increase L.
Same arguments as above suggests that, in the general case of a nonsymmetric solution where the next nonzero term in
expansion (13) can be an O(x−2) (see Sec. II C), the error on η would behave as L−2 instead of L−3, and if the error scales as
h3 for h small the optimum would take place for Lh3/2 ≃ C.
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Figure 8. Raw data for the error (61c) on cη . (a) σ = σ2, (b) σ = σ3 (see text).
Table II. Error on η minimized over L for σ = σ2, as a function ofm.
2m 32 128 512 2048 8192
min. value of ‖∆η‖ 2.1× 10−2 4.9× 10−4 5.5× 10−5 6.8× 10−6 8.5× 10−7
optimum hL/a(σ2)
2 0.781 0.195 0.195 0.195 0.195
D. Influence of the tails and of the order of the advection scheme
At given L the quality of the numerical solution also depends on how tail contributions are accounted for while handling the
operator |∂x|. As the quantity |∂x|η(x) enters the equation for η, errors on the former affect the latter via the nonlinear term. To
illustrate this point, we focus on the point x = 0 where η(0) = ηref(0) = η. Since both the function ηref and the solution η to
(1) satisfy the same asymptotic behavior (9), their difference behaves as η(x)−ηref(x) = O (|x|−τ ), where τ = 2 in the general
case, and τ = 3 in the present, symmetric, benchmark case. Hence by (3), the long-range contribution to the error in |∂x|η(0)
due to the replacement of η by ηref outside the computational box is bounded by∣∣∣∣∫ +∞
L
η(y) + η(−y)− [ηref(y) + ηref(−y)]
y2
dy
∣∣∣∣ . ∫ +∞
L
dy
yτ+2
∝ L−(τ+1). (62)
Thus, in the results of the previous section VC for which τ = 3 the observed scaling stems from local errors at boundary points,
which scale as L−3, and not from the present long-range contributions of errors in tails, which scale at most as L−4. In the
general non-symmetric case where τ = 2, the scalings of these errors are presumably changed into L−2 (see end remark in the
previous section) and L−3, respectively. Therefore, using a function ηref(x) with faithful tails (in the sense of Section III A)
should make local errors dominant over tail errors in all cases. In contrast, upon not using such a reference function, or upon
periodizing the calculation (thus, disregarding tails in both cases), the error on |∂x|η(0) would instead scale as∣∣∣∣∫ +∞
L
η(y) + η(−y)
y2
dy
∣∣∣∣ . ∫ +∞
L
dy
y2
= L−1. (63)
We indeed obtained such a scaling while carrying out some preliminary studies (results not shown). To summarize, disregarding
tails deteriorates the accuracy of the calculations. On the contrary, appealing to the zero-padding trick and using a reference
function ηref with faithful tails to handle properly the operator |∂x| strongly improves it.
The overall error also depends on the order in h of the discrete advection operatorD± of Sec. III C. Along with the calculations
of the previous Section with an advection scheme of order 3, we also carried out similar calculations with schemes of order 2
and 4. In both latter cases, the power of the scaling in h was found identical to the order of the scheme for h small enough
(results not shown). Thus, at least for orders 2 to 4, the scaling in h is closely related to the order or the discretization scheme of
the advection operator, the discretization errors involved by the DFT in the computation of the operator |∂x| presumably being
subdominant.
Figures 9 further illustrate these points by means of the indicators (61a) and (61c). The plots have been made with advection
upwind schemes of order 1, 2, 3 and 4, and two different types of asymptotes; namely, ‘refined tails’ (r.t.) (9), and ‘constant tails’
(c.t.) in which the inverse power-law correction in (9) is dropped. Both figures show that using refined tails provides in most
cases orders-of-magnitude gains of accuracy over using constant tails. The dependence of the error on the order of the upwind
scheme is more difficult to interpret, although orders 3 and 4 lead to better accuracy. As the second-order scheme behaves
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Figure 9. Parametric plots with σ as the variable parameter. (a) ‖∆η‖, (b) |∆cη/cη | vs. cη(σ). Legends: o.: order of the advection scheme;
r.t. ‘refined tails’; c.t. ’constant tails’ (see text). Discretization parameters L = 10a(σ), 2m = 1024. The plots for o. = 2, 3, and 4 cannot
be distinguished for constant tails.
irregularly in Fig. 9 (b), the third-order scheme is used in the rest of the article.
E. A generalized example: the camel-hump potential
We now evaluate our method with the ‘camel-hump’ type potential Fσ defined by (8). Depending on σ, and on the parameter
r > 0, Fσ can feature between its two main minima at ηl and ηr, and its humps, an intermediate local minimum of depth
controlled by r, leading thus to a more or less dissociated solution η to (1). The potential (8) has been derived by means of
Lejcˇek’s method [37] so as to provide the following exact dissociated dislocation solution to the PN equation when σ = 0:
η(x) =
1
2pi
[pi − arctan (2pix− r) − arctan (2pix+ r)] (64)
(note that for r = 0, the camel-hump potential reduces to the simple sinusoidal form (30)).
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Figure 10. (a) ‖∆η‖ vs. 2L; (b) |∆cη| vs. 2L, for Fσ as in (8). Parameters r = 5, and σ = 0.
In this section, calculations have been carried out with aref = 5a, because the overall width of the dislocation is much larger
than that of the individual peaks in the density. Figure 10 shows that the algorithm correctly recovers this solution. Due to the
presence of a secondary hollow in the potential, the method takes longer to converge.
We finally present an application to a more physically relevant case, for which the exact solution is unknown. Indeed, when
σ > 0 and r > 0 no analytical solution to (1) is available. However, as discussed in Sec. II B, there exists a solution to (1) that can
be computed with our algorithm for any σ ∈ (0, σlim), where σlim = maxη F ′σ(η). Figure 11 displays the solution η (a) and its
derivative (b), which is the dislocation density. In this example, the latter features two bumps that represent partial dislocations.
The midpoint between the two partial dislocations corresponds to the local minimum of Fσ in ηm ∈ (ηr, ηl). The asymmetry of
the dislocation density can be interpreted as a consequence of the nonzero driving force σ coupled to the dissociation process
induced by the camel-hump character of the potential. Figure 12 displays two quantities of physical interest, namely, the velocity
cη(σ) and the effective core width a(σ), for σ varying between 0 and σlim = max (F
′
0) = 0.5902. Here, the quantity a(σ) has
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Figure 11. (a) Numerical solution η and (b) discrete derivative of η for Fσ defined by (8) with parameters r = 5 and σ = 0.5274. Blue:
solution η; red: parts of ηref outside the box. Discretization parameters: 2L = 49 and 2m = 4096.
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Figure 12. (a) Velocity cη(σ), (b) core width a(σ) for Fσ defined by (8) with r = 5. Discretization parameters: 2m = 2048 and L ≃ 20a(σ).
been computed by minimizing the L2 norm of the difference between the numerical solution η and the function, parametrized
by a and x0:
fa,x0(x) := ηr +
ηl − ηr
pi
[
pi
2
− arctan
(
2pi(x− x0)
a
)]
. (65)
As expected from an analogy with the simpler case of Section IIG, both a(σ) and cη(σ) increase with σ and blow up when
σ → σlim.
VI. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
To summarize, we have proposed the Preconditioned Collocation Scheme (PCS), which is a numerical procedure to approx-
imate solutions to (1), based on the dynamical system (6). The PCS uses the continuous FT of the operator |∂x| and takes
advantage of the FFT in its implementation, in spite of the strong constraint that the desired solution is not periodic, but has
boundary conditions at infinity. We have taken advantage from the exact asymptotic expansion of the solution to improve the
accuracy of the numerical approximation. Also, we have shown that an overall O(h3) error in the space discretization could be
achieved by means of a third-order advection scheme.
The method employed remains stable when the (a priori unknown) advection part scaled by the velocity cη dominates over the
diffusion part in (1), which allows to investigate the asymptotic behavior of (1) when cη is large. The PCS solves a discretized
version of (1). Being preconditioned, it can be used with a large time step ∆t, nonetheless delivering outputs that depend very
weakly on ∆t. Although this was not illustrated, we add that if ηl and ηr are not exactly computed as exact local minimizers
of Fσ (e.g., if they suffer from slight numerical errors), the algorithm converges as well. Our method has some limitations,
however: the more advection dominates diffusion, the more iterations the method requires to converge.
Still, the time and space complexities of the algorithm give satisfactory accuracy at reasonable computational cost. Indeed,
the PCS requires O(m) memory space. Moreover DFTs have been speeded up by means of Fast Fourier Transform routines.
Therefore, each iteration step takes O(m logm) CPU time. Given that the number of iterations to convergence obviously scales
as 1/∆t, the PCS therefore has an overall time complexity of order O(m logm/∆t). Then, achieving 10−4 accuracy on η and
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cη with 2048 discretization points takes about one second on a standard laptop with CPU running at 2.3GHz, except in difficult
cases when cη → +∞, where it is slower. This study involved runs with up to 105 discretization points.
We point out that alternative schemes could be used to simulate the dynamical system (6). First, other time integrators can be
appealed to. For instance, classical splitting schemes such as Strang or Lie splittings [38] aim at simulating a dynamical system
that involves a sum of operators, and turn the latter into a composition of evolution operators. Although these investigations
were not reported for conciseness, we have checked that such methods do indeed apply to our problem, and prove stable and
robust. However, the solution they produce is inherently ∆t-dependent. Hence, achieving high accuracy requires small ∆t
values, which makes them expensive. Also, as mentioned in Section IVB, an explicit Euler scheme could as well be employed.
However, the latter approach proves unstable if ∆t/h is not small. In contrast, the alternative semi-implicit scheme sketched
in (58) is stable whatever ∆t. However, it is costly as it requires the inversion of the operator 1 + ∆t (|Dx| − cnDx[cn]). To
summarize, among all the schemes we have investigated, we deem the PCS the most robust and least expensive one. Second, we
have deliberately chosen to implement the operator |∂x| in continuous Fourier form. It would be equally possible to discretize
the integral representation of the operator, e.g., in the convenient form (3). However, this may require adapted integration rules
[23]. In this respect, a method taking advantage of FTs proves more straightforward. It also proves more versatile because the
analytical form of the kernel under consideration might be unavailable in cases involving a different integrodifferential operator.
The main constraint for diagonalization by the FT is that the operator be translation-invariant.
As a perspective, although definite conclusions about the validity of the approach for more general equations are yet to be
obtained, we have all reasons to believe that this method applies as well to equations of the type [27]{ − |∂x|αη(x) + cη∂xη(x) = F ′(η(x)) for x ∈ R,
η(−∞) = ηl and η(+∞) = ηr,
(66)
where F is a bistable nonlinearity, α ∈ (0, 2], and |∂x|α is the operator of Fourier symbol |k|α. However, we suspect that the
preconditioning we use is insufficient for ensuring unconditional stability if α is larger than some value α0 ∈ (1, 2). In fact, we
have explored the classical advection-reaction-diffusion case (where α = 2, and |∂x|2 = −∆, see Appendix A), with
F ′cη (η) = (−cη − 2η)
(
1− η2) , (|cη| < 2), (67)
where cη is the same as in the left-hand side of Equation (66). In this case, (66) admits the analytical solution η(x) = − tanh(x)
[39, p. 291]. Employing a variant of the above-describedmethod, we have recovered a numerical approximation of this analytical
solution. Our method presumably applies as well to the modifiedWeertman equationwith gradient term [7], in which the operator
|∂x| in (1) is replaced by |∂x| − λ∆, where λ > 0.
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Appendix A: Case of the Laplacian
We briefly justify here that, with little modification, the PCS presented here to address (6) can also be used for the classical
reaction-advection-diffusion equation{
∂xxη(x) + cη ∂xη(x) = F
′(η(x)) for x ∈ R,
η(−∞) = ηl and η(+∞) = ηr,
(A1)
in which the operator −∂xx replaces |∂x|. Then, the counterpart of (45) reads
− (Dxxu)j = −∂xxηref(xj) +
(PF−1d {κpFd {Iv} (kp)})j , (A2)
with
κp := |kp|2. (A3)
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Thus, in a first approach, one would only need to replace in (57a) the operator |Dx| by −Dxx. The preconditioning is adapted
as follows:
M(∆t)u = PF−1d
{
(Fd {Iu})p
1 + ∆tκp −∆t
(Fd {c+nD+ + c−nD−})p
}
. (A4)
This modified scheme solves a dynamical equation associated with (A1), similar in spirit to (we do not write it down for
conciseness). However, it turns out that this preconditioning does not ensure unconditional stability (namely, if h is small, the
method only converges for∆t small). This instability is due to the truncation of the varying part v of u outside the box [−L,L],
which induces a numerical singularity in the discretization of the Laplacian near boundaries. In contrast, the preconditioning
associated with |∂x| in Section IVB suffices to damp potential oscillations, probably because the latter operator is not as stiff as
the Laplacian. A simple albeit costly way to overcome this stability issue is to take∆t small.
A cheaper way is to use the classical centered discretization of the Laplacian and set
− (Dxxu)j =

− ∂xxηref(x−m) + v−m − v−m+1
h2
if j = −m,
− ∂xxηref(xj) + −vj+1 + 2vj − vj−1
h2
if j ∈ {−m+ 1, · · · ,m− 2},
− ∂xxηref(xm−1) + vm−1 − vm−2
h2
if j = m− 1,
(A5)
instead of (A2). The associated κp that replaces (A3) in (A4) reads
κp := h
−2 (Fd {(2,−1, 0, 0, · · · , 0, 0,−1)})p . (A6)
In (A5), the discretization at boundary points, e.g., at j = −m, can be explained by the following heuristic approximation:
v′′(−L) ≃ v
′(−L+ h/2)− v′(−L− h/2)
h
≃ v(−L+ h)− v(L)
h2
=
v−m+1 − v−m
h2
, (A7)
since v(x) is supposed to vanish for x < −L. Actually, if we impose ηref = 0, cn = 0 and F = 0, a numerical study of the
eigenvalues of the PCS induced by (A7) indicates that the moduli of these eigenvalues lie between 0 and 1 (although they can
be very close to 1), which implies that the scheme is stable. Then, with F as in (67), the PCS delivers outputs close to the exact
solution (results not shown), although no systematic error assessment has been made in this case.
